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Abstract

In cognitive radio (CR), secondary users (SUs) are able to sense the absence of primary users (PUs) in the 
spectrum. Then, SUs use this information to opportunistically access the licensed spectrum in the PUs’ 
absence. In this paper, we present an implementation of real-time video transmission with spectrum-sensing 
between two points using GNU Radio and a National Instruments 2900 Universal Software Radio Peripheral 
(USRP). In our project, spectrum-sensing is implemented at both transmitter and receiver. The transmitter 
senses the channel, and if the channel is free, a video signal (which could be a real-time signal from a video 
file) will be modulated and processed by GNU Radio and transmitted using a USRP. A USRP receiver also 
senses the channel, but in contrast, if the channel is busy, the signal is demodulated to reproduce the 
transmitted video signal. This project brings in several challenges, like spectrum-sensing in the devices’ 
environment, and packets getting lost or corrupted over the air.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, wireless communications systems have grown significantly. However, using the radio 

frequency (RF) spectrum is increasing more dramatically in order to meet the growth in applications 
requiring broadband. Because usage of the spectrum is inefficient, new spectrum management models are 
being developed to opportunistically utilize wireless spectrum resources. Currently, technologists are 
interested in cognitive radio (CR) because attaining efficient use of the overall spectrum is increasingly 
significant [1, 7].

Cognitive radio was recognized as an enabling technology to mitigate the abuse of scarce RF spectrum; 
hence, dynamic spectrum access was proposed to share the available spectrum through opportunistic usage 
of the frequency bands by secondary operators without interfering with the primary networks. When a CR 
network (CRN) is installed, it enables secondary networks to perform the following tasks: spectrum sensing, 
spectrum management, and mobility management.

This technology offers the opportunity to optimize spectrum access, assists in preventing interference, and 
adapts to instant spectrum slot availability from the unused spectrum pool.

Various approached have been proposed for spectrum sensing, such as matched filters, energy detection 
(ED), feature detection, and more recently, wavelet detection [2]. In these methods, ED measures the energy 
of the received signal at the secondary user (SU) to determine the presence of signals from the primary user 
(PU)[8]. This simple method is able to gather spectrum occupancy information quickly. Other intelligent 
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schemes are used to detect the PU’s presence: matched filters, feature detection, and cyclostationary 
detection, which require additional information about the primary signal, such as the modulation and/or 
coding type, signal processing capabilities, or other features to recognize the primary signal when it appears. 
Those schemes are more precise than ED, but they consume more computational resources in a CRN. Table 
1 lists the schemes used to detect the transmitter signal, along with their pros and cons.

Table 1. Primary transmitter detection schemes

Sensing schemes Pros Cons

Energy detection - Easy to implement

- No information about the 

primary signal required

- False alarms

- Uncertainty in noise power

Matched filter - Fewer samples required

- Less noise effects

- Primary signal information is required

- Synchronization between SUs

Feature detection - Robustness

- Fewer false alarms

- Cyclostationary signal

- Consumes computational power

There has been tremendous growth in the fields of multimedia and mobile communications. The 
convergence of these two fields has resulted in mobile multimedia communications, which has attracted the 
attention of the research community around the world [3]. A lot of research has been done in this area to find 
new methodologies to improvise or innovate ways to implement the technology with better bandwidth and 
energy efficiency, because these two resources are limited.

Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) is a hardware platform that allows general-purpose 
computers to function as high-bandwidth software radios [3]. The application layer communicates with the 
physical layer through some intermediate layers. For a stationary host, this activity seems to be a good option 
where the communications protocol is systematic and defined according to the environment where it is 
located. But for a mobile node, the environment conditions change over time, and hence, the transmit power, 
bandwidth, and quality of the channel have to be continuously monitored and passed on to the application 
layer in order to select a suitable algorithm. In turn, the physical layer has to change per the suggestions from 
the application layer from time to time. GNU Radio and USRP bring the application developer as close to the 
hardware as to the antenna itself, and provides the user with the flexibility to change the communications 
parameters on the fly [4].

In the research presented here, a spectrum sensing system based on ED combined with video transmission 
is developed using USRP and GNU Radio as hardware and software platforms, respectively. The video is 
transmitted and received after spectrum-sensing is implemented at both the transmitter and receiver.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II presents background on the spectrum sensing system model 
with ED, which introduces sensing performance metrics. Section III presents a spectrum-sensing experiment 
and video transmission. Preliminary results are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section V provides the 
conclusion and future works.

2. Theory

The absence or presence of the PU in the environment can be defined through two binary hypotheses: ��
and �� [5]. The received signal at SU, �(�), can be expressed as

�(�) = �
�(�)																														��
ℎ ∗ �(�) + �(�)									��

     (1)

Where �	 = 	1, … ,�; 	� is the number of samples; h is the amplitude gain of the channel, which is 
assumed to be 0 and 1 under hypothesis �� and ��, respectively; �(�) is additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) with zero mean and variance ��

� ; and �(�) is the transmitted signal. The principle of the 
spectrum sensing operation is to decide between �� and �� based on observation of received signal �(�).

The presence of the PU can be detected simply by calculating the amount of received power in the 
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considered frequency band and comparing it with a set threshold. The algorithm for ED will make a decision 
on spectrum occupancy by the PU if the received signal power is greater than the threshold.

The mean power of N samples is collected and can be represented as random variable:

�� =
�

�
∑ |�(�)|����
��� (2)

where �� is the mean output of the energy detector. In traditional ED, the reliability of the spectrum 
sensing algorithm is crucially influenced by the threshold. Then, based on Equation (1), generic decision rule 
�� can then be modified to the considered case:

�� = �
�� ,																				��	�� ≤ �
�� ,				��ℎ������	�� > �

(3)

3. Experiments

3.1 Hardware/Software Overview

GNU Radio and USRP provide a powerful radio communications platform with low-cost and high-quality 
realization of software defined radio (SDR). USRP delivers to the user various functionalities allowing for 
efficient, real-time realization of complicated wireless systems that operate in the radio frequency (RF) band. 
The URSP platform is used to convert the digital baseband signal delivered from the computer to an analog 
signal in the RF band. Complex processing like modulation and signal processing, which are conventionally 
implemented in hardware, can now be implemented in the software and are easily accessible to the user 
developing an application. The hardware has the antenna, RF front end, analog-to-digital and 
digital-to-analog converters, a universal serial bus (USB) interface, a programmable USB 2.0 controller for 
communications between USRP and GNU Radio, and a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) for 
implementing four digital down converters and high-rate signal processing. There are newer versions of 
USRPs that have Ethernet interfaces and powerful FPGAs for improved speed and processing. In our 
experiments, two USRP boards were used; the PU signal for spectrum sensing and the transmitted video 
signal on the first board, whereas the second one, acting as the SU, was also used for spectrum sensing and 
for video reception.

The software process realized in the open-source GNU Radio environment [6] has libraries for various 
modulation schemes, error-correcting codes, and scheduling. GNU Radio runs as an application that interacts 
with the USRP hardware. The whole signal process was realized in the GNU Radio environment, and in 
particular, in the graphical tool called GNU Radio Companion (GRC), where the whole system is built from 
blocks. Besides that, applications can be created using the Python script language behind the blocks. The 
performance-critical signal processing path is implemented in C++. A simplified wrapper and interface 
generator (SWIG) interface, which is an interface compiler, is used to link C++ with Python.

3.2 System Implementation

A schematic diagram and the whole system of spectrum sensing with video transmission and receiving 
are shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively. The experimental setup consisted of two USRPs, one 
laptop, and one PC. A dedicated photograph of the experimentation setup is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 1. Schematic system diagram

Figure 2. The whole system of spectrum sensing with video transmission and reception

Figure 3. PU transmitter and SU receiver with USRP hardware and GNU Radio software

3.3 Spectrum Sensing

The script usrp_spectrum_sense.py was considered for the design of the spectrum-sensing functionality 
implemented in the testbed; it can be found in the toolkit provided by the GNU Radio software. This script 
has been used as basic code for implementing a wideband spectrum analyzer to properly sense the desired 
spectrum bands. However, it was extended to properly sense the spectrum bands considered in the different 
spectrum management strategies implemented in the testbed. The script receives different input parameters 
from the user, such as the lowest and highest frequencies of the band to be sensed; the fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) size parameter for the number of samples; the bandwidths considered in performing the magnitude 
analysis of the sensed signal; gain; and threshold. Then, the script computes the signal energy detected in 
each sample during execution of the spectrum sensing functionality. Finally, the output of the script provides 
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the center frequency at the sensed channel.
Both transmitter and receiver, respectively, also implemented spectrum sensing for the sensed channel

that is free or detected to transmit or receive video. The transmitter will sense the channel, and if the channel 
is free (its mean average signal is less than a given threshold based on measurements), a video signal is 
transmitted on the sensed frequency. Conversely, if the channel is busy, a video signal will be transmitted on 
the next frequency[9]. The USRP receiver also senses the channel, but in contrast, if the channel is detected, 
the signal is demodulated to reproduce the transmitted video signal. Figure 4 shows the flow chart for 
sensing the channel in the system.

Figure 4. The flow charts of the transmitter and receiver that are integrated for sensing the 
channel in the system

3.4 Video Transmission

The data transmission and receiving functionalities were implemented through GNU Radio’s 
benchmark_tx.py and benchmark_rx.py scripts, respectively. They are also found in the toolkit provided by 
the GNU Radio software. In this paper, we integrated usrp_spectrum_sense.py, benchmark_tx.py, and 
benchmark_rx.py scripts into benchmark_tx_modified.py and benchmark_rx_modified.py scripts, so 
implementation of spectrum sensing with video transmission and receiving is more convenient. These scripts 
take the following input parameters from users: lowest and highest frequency, FFT size, transmitter and 
receiver gain, and threshold for the spectrum-sensing functionality; a modulation scheme for Gaussian 
minimum shift keying (GMSK); the sensed frequency from the spectrum sensing; and packet size (only for 
the script benchmark_tx.py).

On the transmitter side, after implementation of spectrum sensing, tasks of the benchmark_tx Python file 
are as follows.

·Data files are read frame by frame from hard disk, and then each frame is packed with packet sequence 
numbers as the application layer header. 

· The application layer packets are sent to the data link layer and the physical layer, where information on 
the preamble, access codes, cyclical redundancy checking, etc. is assembled.

· In the last step, the assembled packets are modulated with GMSK and sent to the USRP through a USB 
interface. USRP then transmits each packet on the sensed channel frequency.

On the receiver side, after the signal is processed with spectrum sensing, the benchmark_rx Python file
will be implemented. Tasks of this script are as follows.

·Read data from the USRP through the USB interface, which are demodulated with GMSK
· Then, the received link layer packets are disassembled into application layer packets with packet 

sequence numbers. 
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· In the last step on the receiver side, all correctly received packets are saved to a file, displaying the 
decoded video sequences in real time on a display terminal.

In this research, we set input parameters for transmitter (./benchmark_tx_modified.py 893M 911M --fft 
512 -g 60 -q 10) and receiver (./benchmark_rx_modified.py 893M 911M --fft 512 -g 30 -q 4), where 893M
and 911M are the lowest and highest frequency in megahertz (MHz), fft is FFT size, g is gain in decibels 
(dB), and q is the threshold in dB. All parameters can change for each requirement from users.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1 Implementation of Video Transmission with H.264 and MP4 on a Specific Channel

In this testbed, we used two computers, one PC (the receiver) had the Linux operating system (OS) 
installed, and one laptop (the transmitter), also had the Linux OS. For more conveniently displayed video, we 
used a ffplay platform to show the video. In this scheme, we transmitted under two scenarios: first, a video in
H.264 format was 225,235 bytes in size, and second was a video in MP4 format in a higher resolution at 9.3
MB in size, setting input parameters at both transmitter and receiver for the specific channel
(./benchmark_tx.py –f 900M for the transmitter and ./benchmark_rx.py –f 900M for the receiver). The
received videos in H.264 and MP4 formats with information about received packets, file length, and status of 
reception are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, respectively.

Figure 5. Video received in real time in H.264 format on the specific channel (frequency = 900 
MHz)

Figure 6. Video received in real time at a higher resolution and in MP4 format on the specific 
channel (frequency = 900 MHz)
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For evaluation of performance in the testbed, we considered received packet error rate (R-PER) and right 
received packet error rate (RR-PER) parameters. At the transmitter, we assembled the 225,235 bytes into 350 
packets, and we then estimated performance of the testbed for PER based on the number of received packets 
and right received packets. We estimated performance of the testbed under two scenarios: first, the distance 
between transmitter and receiver was fixed, with increasing transmitter gain; second, transmitter gain was 
fixed, but with changes in transmit distance. In both cases, receiver gain was fixed at 30 dB. The results of 
the two scenarios are shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show number of 
transmitted packets (left side column), received packets (middle column), and right received packets (right 
side column) in the same considered value. Due to influence of some factors such as transmission distance, 
reception and transmission gains, some packets will be lost in transmission process. In case receiver can not 
decode packets, number of right received packets will be less than number of received packets.

Figure 7. Number of received packets, right received packets, and transmitted packets with 
changes in transmitter gain but a fixed receiver gain of 30 dB

Figure 8. Number of received packets, right received packets, and transmitted packets with 
changes in transmission distance, but with fixed receiver and transmitter gain (30 dB and 50

dB, respectively)
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Figure 7 shows that the more transmitter gain we use, the lower the PER. Besides that, PER can also be 
estimated based on the transmission distance between transmitter and receiver: the farther the distance, the 
higher the PER as shown in Figure 8.

4.2 Implementation of Spectrum Sensing with Video Transmission at Transmitter and Receiver

We set up the system with input parameters for transmitter and receiver as explained in the video 
transmission part of Section III. The input transmitter Python script and the results of spectrum sensing on 
the transmitter side at thresholds equal to 8 dB and 4 dB are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, respectively.

Figure 9. Spectrum sensing and video transmission at the transmitter

with a threshold of 8 dB

Figure 10. Spectrum sensing and video transmission at the transmitter

with a threshold of 4 dB

In Figure 9, we can see that at a channel frequency of 894 MHz, the mean power (equal to 5.615 dB) is 
less than the threshold (8 dB), so the transmitter will transmit the video on the same channel. Conversely, in 
Fig. 10, if mean power (equal to 6.131 dB) is greater than the threshold (4 dB), the transmitter transmits the 
video on the next channel (a frequency of 896 MHz).

At the receiver, the input receiver Python script and the results of spectrum sensing on the receiver side 
with a threshold of 10 dB and 7 dB, are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12, respectively.
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Figure 11. Spectrum sensing at the receiver with a threshold of 10 dB

Figure 12. Spectrum sensing at the receiver with a threshold of 7 dB

In Figure 11, we can see that the mean power on the channels is less than the threshold (10 dB), so the 
receiver will continue to sense the channel. Conversely, Figure 12 shows that the mean power (9.927 dB) is 
greater than the threshold (7 dB), so the receiver downloads the video on the same channel (a frequency of 
894 MHz).

5. Conclusion

The paper presents the results of research into the implementation of USRP and GNU Radio for a 
spectrum-sensing system with video transmission. In this research, video in H.264 and MP4 formats can be 
transmitted on a specific channel or on a sensed channel. Performance of the video transmission is evaluated 
through PER, which is based on the number of received packets compared to the number of transmitted 
packets. Performance on the testbed was evaluated based on exploring parameters, such as gain and distance 
between USRPs. We anticipate that gain and distance between two USRPs plays an important role. Results 
show that the transmission and reception of the video files should be smooth and successful when the testbed 
is implemented at high gain and over a short distance. There could be distortion in the video as the distance 
increases due to a loss of packets or from packet errors.
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